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This paper is concerned with the linear regression model in which the variance of the dependent 
variable is proportional to an unknown power of its expectation. A noniinear least squares 
estimator for the model is derived and shown to be strongly consistent and asymptotically normally 
distributed. Under the assumption of normality, an iterative procedure is suggested to obtain 
maximum likelihood estimates of the model. The procedure is then shown to converge. 
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1. Introduction 
For the general inear regression model 
yt =XJ+u,, t= 1,. . . , n, (1.0 
heteroscedasticity exists if the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix sf 2 = 
( 241 l l l u,)’ are not all identical. The assumption of heteroscedasticit; ; realistic in 
analyses of cross-sectional data on a number of micro economic units, such as firms 
or households. In fact, Prais and Houthakker (1955) found in their analysis of 
family budgets that the variation of expenditures tends to increase as household 
income increases. 
Theil (1951), Prais (1953), Prais and outhakker (1955), in their studies of 
household expenditure functions, assumed that the variances of expenditure 
observations are proportional to the square of their expectations, that is, 
E( uf) = a*(X,jS)‘. (1.2) 
Note that the variance structure (1.2) depends on the coefficient vector p of the 
regression. As noted in Judge et al. (1980, p. 1 0), a problem wit 
is that there are n arameters upon which a test of 
conveniently based. culty is overcome if the variances are ass 
own power oft e expectations, that is, 
E(u:) = a*(X,p)‘. (1.3) 
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This heteroscedastic model was previously suggested by Prais and Aitchison (1954), 
Kakwani and Gupta (1967). By using a power transformation to overcome hetero- 
scedasticity, Box and Mill (1974) also arrived at a structure of the form (1.3). 
Assuming normality on the dependent variable, Battese and Bonyhady (1981) 
obtained maximum likelihood (ML) estimates under the heteroscedasticity assump- 
tion of the form (1.3) for a number of household expenditure functions. Tests for 
homoscedasticity (  = 0) or for y = 2 based on the asymptotic normality of the ML 
estimators were then carried out. In the same work, Bat&se and Bonyhady (1981) 
also derived ML estimates for the parameters of the expenditure functions involving 
the gamma and lognormal distributions. They found that, in a number of cases, the 
gamma distribution fits the data quite well. In a simple example, Amemiya (1973) 
also found that the assumption of gamma distribution for the dependent variable 
leads to results which agree with a priori knowledge. These findings suggest hat 
tectine for hnm_nscedadicity or for y __“___-p _ _- --_-- --__-__L__ = 2 should be carried out without he assumption 
of normality on the dependent variable, This can be done by considering a least 
squares method to estimate (1 .l). It can be seen from the covariance structure (1.3) 
that estimating the parameters of the variances of u, would require a nonlinear 
procedure. -Therefore, we shall consider non!inear least sqtriares to estimate modei 
( 1 .l) and ( 1.3). In Section 3, we obtain conditions for the consistency and asymptotic 
normality of the nonlinear least squares estimators. Thus, based on the asymptotic 
normality of the estimators, the hypothesis y = 0 or y = 2 can be tested without the 
assumption of normality. 
Under the assumption of normality, we suggest in Section 4 a method to obtain 
the ML estimates of model (1 .l) with error structure (1.3). The method is in fact a 
zig-zag procedure studied in Oberhoffer and Kmenta (1974). The sequence of 
estimates derived from the procedure is then shown to converge to a solution of 
the first order maximising conditions. 
2. 
We consider the linear model 
y=xp-tu, (2.1) 
where y is an n x 1 vector of random variables, X is an n x k matrix of constants 
of rank k < n, p is a k x 1 vector of unknown parameters, and u is an n x 1 vector 
of random variables with diagonal covariance matrix 
0 = n2 diag((X, p)2(1-a), e. . , (Xnp)2c1-a)), 
Xl, )‘. The vector y is observable 
(b , u2, CY)‘, a (k+2)x 
want to estimate 8 given observations (yt, X,) and certain conditions on ut. 
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Note that the covariance structure (2.2) is equivalent io that of (1.3). The terms 
(x$)*“-“) should be considered as [(X$)*]“--(I) = exp[( 1 - a) log(X,p)*]. This 
applies also for the case a = $, where (X1P)2(1-a) is now read as the positive square 
root of (X,/Q*. Then assuming that X,p # 0 for each t, the form (2.2) is convenient 
as it implies that the estimated variances are always nonnegative. 
Let b = (X’X)-‘X’y, the QLS estimator of j3, and write 
e=y-Xb=Air, 
where P = I - A#., M = X(X’X)-‘X’. Then ee’- - R.&P, which yields E(ee’) = PnP, 
that is, 
E(ef)= i Pfigi(tl), t=l,...,n, 
i= i
where Pti is the ti-th element of P and g&9) = a2(Xifi)2(a-a), i = 1, 
C, = e, *- E(ef), and 
fife)= i Eigi(e). 
i=l 
Then (2.3) becomes 
ef=J;(e)+u,, t-1 ,..., n. 
. . 
( 3‘ 9 AT. 2 
., n. Put 
(2.4) 
We want to estimate the parameter vector 8 without any assumption on the distribu- 
tional form of y,. This can be done by using least squares on (2.4), which is a 
nonlinear regression equation. *This estimator then can be used as an initial estimator 
in an iterative ML scheme to derive a more efficient estimator for 8 (see Section 4 
below). 
Let S be the parameter space. The nonlinear least squares estimator e^ of cb in 
(2.4) is defined as a solution of the minimisation problem 
QnW =$ $ b+-.LW” 
-i i 
=1 i d+; ii (fi($)-J;(e))&- i (I; ft(e))*. 
n ?=I n +I n r=l 
(2.6) 
ere 8 is the argument of the function J; while 8,, denotes t
e parameter vector to be estimated. The strong consistent 
mality of 8 can be established under the following assumptions. 
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“fhe elements of X are uniformly bounded. The parameter space S 
is a compact subset of R k+2. The true value 8,, of the parameter vector is an interior 
point of S. 
The random variables u, are independent with zero means and variances 
E(u:)=g(X,,0)=g,(e), t=l,..., n, 
OcB,sg,(O)s B2<m 
for all values of t and 8. 
The first and second order partial derivatives of a( 9) are continuous in 8. The 
first three derivatives of g,( 0) with respect o 8 are uniformly bounded for all 8 and 
X,. Furthermore, 
for all i, j. 
umption 2. The limits as n + 00 of the matrices n-‘X’X, n-‘X72-*X, n-‘A’A, 
n=‘ATA exist and are positive definite for all 8 in S, where 
A al? = as9 g(e) = (g:@) . . . g!@)y, 
F = diag(E(u:-g!e))2, . . . , E(u~ -gr))‘). 
ssumption 3. The limit of n-’ C, (J; ( 0) -f,( 8,))* has a unique minimum at 8 = &, .
4. Strong consistency and a totic normality of 
It is seen that under Assumptions 1 and 2 above, the function fi : IF& x S + R! defined 
in (2.4) is measurable on lRk for each B in S and is continuous on S for each Xt in 
I&. Thus, in view of Lemma 2 of Jennrich (1969), it follows that at least one solution 
of (2.5) exists and is a measurable function of (et, X,), . . . , (e’,, X,), and hence a 
random vector. 
Assuming normality, Jobson and Fuller (1980) prove the strong consistency and 
asymptotic normality of e^ for a general function g,( 0) depicting heteroscedasticity. 
In this section, we derive precise conditions on the error term under which their 
results hold true without the assumption of normality on the dependent variable. 
e derivation is not straightforward as we want to obtain Jobson and Fuller’s 
results under the conditions as weak and simple as possible. In fact, the normality 
assumption can be rep1 aced by condition (2.7). For the consistency of i, a weaker 
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for all i, j and for some S > 0 is sufficient. However, in proving the asymptotic 
normality of i, it is necessary to strengthen this condition to (2.7). Some of the 
results obtained here are not given in Jobson and Fuller (1980 j.
As shown in Theorem 6 of Jennrich (1969), the idea in proving the strong 
consistency of e^ is to show that the first term on the RHS of (2.6) converges almost 
surely to a finite limit, the second term tends to zero almost surely. Assumption 3, 
concerning the third term, then ensures the strong consistency of 6 
In the following analysis, the details are carried out for the general function g,( 0) 
without reference to the specific form (2.2). Thus, the results hold for linear models 
with a general form of heteroscedasticity. 
We first prove a number of lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let the function gt( 0) be defined as in Assumption 1 and 
Ate)= i Pfigtte)m 
i=l 
Then the sequence 
SI =i i*fM) 
r- 
converges uniformly on S as n 3 00. 
Proof. From Assumption 1, we have for all 8 in S that 
PM@)+* l l +P:,gn(e)cB2(Pf,+- l l +P’f,). 
The right hand side is equal to B2 P,, from the idempotency of I? Thus, fi( 0) s B2 
for each t as 0 < P,, s 1. Also, 
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In other words, { $1 is a Cauchy sequence. It then follows that {&} converges 
uniformly in 8 as n + 08. 
Under Assumptions I& 2, the sequence (l/n) CI v f converges almoss surely 
and unijkrdy on S to a finite limit. 
roof. We have that 
~f=(e+fi)~=e:-2e:f,+f,2. 
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Also, writing 
R, = i Mtiui, 
i=l 
then 
e~=(u~-R~)4=u~- 4u;R:+6ufR;-4u;R,+ R;. 
Again, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Consequently, for the convergence of (I/n) CI v:, we need only to show that 
(l/n) Ct uf and (l/n j z, R; converge almost surely as n 3 00 in view of the above 
inequalities and Lemma 1. From condition (2.7) (in fact, under a weaker condition 
that EIU,14+’ <a for some SXI), Markov’s Strong Law of Large Numbers (see 
Chung (1973, pp. 125426)) yields that 
1 n 
-C( u;-Eu;)+O n r=i 
ost surely as n + 00. 
For the convergence of (l/n) 21 R:, we note that 
(3.1) 
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where G, is the first sum, the double sum and K, the triple sum of Rf respectively. 
From the results I& = O(n-*), (3.1) and Condition (2.7), it follows immediately 
that (l/n) Gt converges almost to zero as IA -p 
N be of terms in N n(n - = 
O(n*). Then, as M,i - 0( n-l), there exists a constant C such that, for n suficiently 
large, 
1 n - c H,& i nf1 i i j u*u* 
82 r=~ n5 r=l i=l j-i+1 
C” NUZ2 
s- 
dz *) n5 r=l i = 1 ’ 
=F $l (; f, ui)** 
= 
From Markov’s Strong Law of Large Numbers, 
almost surely. Thus, from Assumption 1, we have that (l/N) xi uf is bounded above 
by B2 almost surely as n + 00. Consequently, (l/n) x, W, is 0( 1) almost surely. As 
the sequence is also increasing, it converges almost surely. 
For K,, we have that 
. 
We can rename the terms of the last double sum on the right hand side so that 
nf1 i MGMtkUjuk= i wi 
j=l k=j+l i=l 
with E( Wi) =O for all i, E(wiwj) =O for i #j, and E( wf) = 0(K4) uniformly in i. 
Theorem 5.1.2 of Chung (1974, p. 103) implies that (l/N) xi Wi converges to zero 
almost surely. In fact, more can be obtained for this sequelice; namely, (l/ N) xi Wi = 
O(r?) almost surely. Rewriting (l/n) Et K, as 
f pc=N i [(t j, t- t=1 I- 
the above analysis shows that the RI-IS is O(n-‘) almost surely. Thus (l/n) CI K, 
converges to zero almost surely as n + 00, and the lemma is proved. 
. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the sequence 
almost surely and uniformly on S. 
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e have that 
2 
i=l 
on 1 (where condition (2.7) is weakened to EIUiUji’+‘d B3 COO for some 
Liapounov’s Central Limit Theorem (see Anderson (1971, p. 426)) thef 
imply that 
c iM,Ui- ,g,(B)=0,(n-'!2) 
and 
c 
It follows that 
ElqUJ = O(K2), t z S, 
and 
v;=(u:-gt(t9))2-4(u;-- i Mti”,ui - Mttgt(8) 
i=l 
Thus, 
E(Vf) = E(Uf-- gtuw2+wf 7 
which is finite for a91 n. 
These results together with Lemma 1 above show that the conditions of Lemma 
2 of Jobson and ller (11980) are satisfied. This lemma now yields that 
results if this section. 
ae general heterosce ic structure E( uf) = 
ssu~~tio~s 1-3, the 
is strongly consistent. 
re t 
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s outlined previously, the strong consistency of e^ follows from the almost 
sure convergence of the first two sequences on the R S of (2.6) to appropriate 
limits and Assumption 3. These have been established in Lemmas I-3 above. 
For the asymptotic normality of 6, we note that e^ satisfies the necessary conditions 
w =f i, (e:-J(e))$=r i=l k 9**.9 
r- i 
(3.3) 
In a neighbourhdod of 80, Q m ‘Taylor series expansion of Hi( 0) is given by 
aHi 
Hi(e)=Hi(eJ+~ I _ (e-e,)+f(e-q)f$$ (0 - e,), (3.4) . e-e, e=e, 
where O1 is a po int on the line segment joining 0 and OO. We first consider the term 
(3.5) 
From Assumption 1 and the result M,i = O(6), we have that aft/&$ is uniformly 
bounded on S and for all t. The analysis following equation (3.2) shows that, for 
each t, 
plim U, = plim (UT-g?(e)), 
n-m3 n-m3 
(3.6) 
where the terms of the RI-IS are independent for each t by assumption. Furthermore, 
v:=(u:-gt(e))3--6(u~-g,(e))z i Miutui-Mtgt(e) +O,(n-'), 
i=l > 
which yields 
E(v;) = E(u; - g,(N)3 + OW) 
as M,t = 0( 6’). In view of Condition (2.7), we then have that E(v:) s B < 00 for 
all t. An appeal of Liapounov’s Central Limit Theorem now yieids that n “2Hi( $0) 
has a normal limiting distribution. 
For the second term on the RI-IS of (3.4), we have that 
aHi 1 n a_& a_& 1 n a% -=-- 
aej 
c 
n r=l ae,’ Mi n ?=I -+- c “‘~. i j (3.7) 
iapounov’s Central Limit 
definitkn, 
a&f =-. 
ae 
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. I 
where fi IS the matrtx of dimension n x n whose elements are the solua:rcs sf the 
CXiSpoiiriing eiements of &a = I - ?A. Thus, 
As the elements of M are U(n-I), it follows that 
liM 1 af ’ af _ liM 1 -- ali? ’ ag 
n-42 w t ) . . ,ae, ae n-n ii ae ( > (3 8) . 
which exists for ah 8 in v C by A~sumotion 2. Thus, the first term on the RHS of 
(3.7) converges to a finite litnit unifokly in 8 as n -+ 0Q. 
In a similar fashion, it can be shown that a*H,/M M’ converges to a finite limit 
uniformly in e as n + 00. 
In view of the above results, we have Corn (3.3), (3.4) and the consistency of e^ 
that n I’*( e^ - &J has the same limiting distribution as 
/ aM -- 
i 8 a I ) -I .n ii2aH( &J). 9=9, 
From (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain that . 
= lixu LA;Ao, 
n-m2 n 
A0 ag =- 
ae e_e,’ 
Equations (3.9, (3.6) and (3.8) imply that the asymptotic ovariance matrix of the 
vector H(8,) is 
liM A -2At, F,A,, 
n+a 
Fb=ding(E(ta:-gl(e~))2,.  . 9 E(&-g&Q)*). 
Hence the asymptotic ovariance matrix of d/*(&- &) is 
lim n(A~A,)-‘A~F,A,(A~A,)-’ n-+oo 
aEd the theorem is established. 
atio 
this section, we ass 
The covariance structure of the error vector u is as defined before in ASSUMptiQn 
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1. We are interested in the ML estimator of the parameter vector 8 = ( p’, o*, c$. 
The probability density function of y is given by 
f(y; 6) = (2?r)-“/*16!1-‘/* exp(+‘O-54). 
write V = a-*. Then the log likelihood function takes the form 
L(O)=c+~log(v~-$4’l44, (4.1) 
where c is a constant. We now derive the first order necessary conditions for a 
maximum of L(0). Note that throughout he analysis, particularly with regard to 
the vcc operator and matrix BiiTerentiation, we shall use the notation and results as 
developed in Dhrymes (1984). See also Magnus (1978a & b) for similar develop- 
ments. 
put “r’= (~*a)‘; then, 8 = ( p’y)‘. Now, 
Since 
dL(@)=itr(V-* dV)-u’V(du)-fu’(dV)u 
=$tr( V-’ dV)-t-u’VX dp -iu’(dV)u 
= u’VX dfl +$tr(( V-’ - uu’) W). 
4-/f r/--1 rr\\ . - ug’) dv ) = (vec( v--l - MU’) ’ vet d V 
= (vec( V-’ - ~24’))’ 
avec . ( 7 - ae de, 
we then have that 
dL(O)=u”KXdp+$(vec(V-‘-uu’))’ 
avec V avecV . 
-dp+- 
aP %’ 
dY 
> 
avecv 
= u'W+$ (vec( VW’- uu’))‘~ 
ap 1 
dP 
dvec V 
+$ (vec( V-’ - uu’))‘---- 
aY 
dY* 
Thus, the first order necessary conditions are 
avecV ’ 
x’vxp=x’vy+~ - ( > ap vec( V-’ - uu’), 
av ( ) av tr V-l; =u’zu. . . t -I 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
It is difficult to solve for p and y simultaneously from (4.2) a .3). owever it 
is rektively simpler if we sslve for p in ( 2) assuming y fixed, and solve for y in 
(4.3) assuming p fixed. Thus, we shall adopt a zig-zag iterative procedure to obtain 
ML estimates for p and y. This procedure was studied in detail in Oberhoffer and 
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Kmenta (1974) under the assumption that the parameters in /3 are independent 
from those in D (Oberhoffer and Kmenta’s Assumption 5). This assumption is 
violated in the model under study where the elements of 0 are functions of p. 
Mowever, we shall see in the following analysis that the techniques of Oberhoffer 
and Kmenta can be applied to prove convergence of the zig-zag algorithm in the 
case 0 = a( & r) of our model. 
In terms of u* and cy, equation (4.3) is equivalent o 
and 
Since 
(4.4 
iW ( > i3V tr t V-l-g- =d-u. att (4 5) . 
equation (4.4) is the same as 
12 
I --=-- cz a4 u’ diag((X, p)2’“-1), . . . ) (XnJ3)2(a-‘))u, 
that is, 
g2 
1 
=- u’ diag((X, @)*‘“-“, . . 
n 
Also, 
v_; $1’ 
aa = a2 diag(log(X, @)*, 
us, equation (4.5) ic equivalent o 
n 
3 ( Xnp)2'a-*)) Urn (4 6) . 
a2 1 10g(Xip)2 = U' diag((X, j3)2(a-1) log(X, p)*, . . . , 
i=l 
(Xnp)2(a-1) lOg(Xn@)*)U. (4.7) 
lacing the value of cy* given by (4.6) into (4.7), we obtain the equation 
n 
c 1 acy-1) = i=l (4.8) 
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where a =Ci lOg(Xip)** Let us now look at the terms of the vector 
(a vet vlap )' vec( V-’ -uu’) of (4.2). We have that 
dvec ’ ( “) aP vec( V-’ - uu’) 
(4.9) 
Now,forj=l,...,k, 
a( x,p )*(a -I) 
aPj 
=2(ar- I)(X,P)*“-‘X$j, 
E-f (a - 1) diag(X,j(X, p)2*-3, . . . , X~~(X~~)2a~3)~ 
i 
av 
aS V-‘=2(a - 1) diagWj(X, PC l l l 9 X,,(X,P)-‘1. i 
Thus, the j-th element of the k x 1 vector in (4.9) is 
av 
tr ( ) 3-l -u i ‘kvU =2(a -I) i Xij(X,P,-l-4 (U-1) i U:Xij(Xi~)‘(l-’ i i=l (7 i=l 
2 (0 - 1) i (a*(X,p)*(‘--aL Uf)Xij(xip)*a-3 u* i=l 
2 
‘a-1) i XijZi =--& 
i=l 
where 
G =a-l (*2(XiP)2’1-a’- Uf)(XiP)2a-3, o* 
i = 1,. . . , n. 
Therefore, we have simply that 
1 avecV’ 
2 ap ( J 
vec( V-’ - UU’) = X’z, 
z=(q... 2,)‘. Putting this result into (4.2), we obtain that 
‘KX#O=X’Vy+X’z. (4.10) 
In other words, the system (4.2), (4.3) is equivalent o the system (4.6), (4.8) and 
(4.10). These results suggest the following algorithm to derive an L estimate of 9: 
. Let (&,, u&), a&’ be an initial esti e parameter vector 
( p’, tT*, cy ,‘. 
Step 1. Put P(1) = &,-,) . Compute the estimate u( 1j = y - X& for U. 
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Step 2. Solve the following equation for cu: 
n 
z( \I ~-l~~(Xi~(*j)2~U(*j~(X~~(*~~2’a~1’=o~ j=’ n a = i 10g(xiP(l~~2~ i= 1 
Call this estimate cu( 1 ) . Compute g2 as 
Step 3. Compute, for i = 1, . . . , n, 
z(l)i 
=* (~~1j(Xjp(l))2(1-a(1)‘- ~~*)i)(Xip(*))2""'-3~ 
41, 
Compute the i-th diagonal element of V as 
v -1 (xip~1,)2’“w-“. illi- 2 
%I 
Compute P(2) = (X’V,,~X)-‘X’( Y~y+qd 
Go back to Step I with F(2) replacing & 1) and repeat he process until convergence. 
4.2. Remarks. (i) Result (4.10) was previously obtained by Magnus (1978b) for the 
special case LY = 0. 
(ii) In the entire algorithm, only the value of cy could not be given in a closed 
form. As a result, an iterative procedure such as the Newton-Raphson method 
should be employed to solve for 4y in Step 2. The nonlinear LS estimate of Q! 
discussed in Section 3 can be used as an initial estimate for cy. 
(iii) The value pt2) obtained in Step 3 of the algorithm is convenient o compute 
but may not be the same, in finite samples, as the value obtained from the solution 
of equation (4.10), given fixed values of g2 and cy. I-Iowever, for n sufficiently large 
and for a consistent initial estimate p (1), pt2) approximates the solution of (4.10)) 
given o2 and cy, as pf2) is then a consistent estimator of p. To see this, we note that 
n(X'v( l, X)-- ’ converges almost surely to n(X’VX)-“, which is finite by Assumption 
2. Also, for each j = 1,. . . , k, the sequence n-* xi Xuztl)i converges almost surely to 
the limit of 
as n + 00. The latter sequence converges almost surely to zero as n + 00 by a simple 
use of Markov’s Strong Law of Large Numbers and Assumptions 1 & 2 as seen in 
similar results of Section 3. Thus, for each j = 1, . . . , k, 
, m 
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Consequently, 
2 a.s. 
&2,-P - 09 
where j = (X’ Vc II X)-IX’ Vcl ,y is the usual estimated generalised LS estimator of p. 
4.3. Convergence of t Igorithm. The parameter space S of 8 is now considered 
as the Cartesian product S, x S2 where S1 c Iwk, S2 c R2, and p E S1, y = ( tr2a)‘c S2. 
As before, we assume that S1 and S2 are closed. In view of Assumption 2, it is 
necessary that X,p # 0 for each t. Thus, a priori, we restrict p in the space 
(The lower bound being f instead of 0 is needed in an argument below.) 
Put 
and define 
so = {(P’, 70’; P E s10, Y (5 s2, UP9 Y) 3 4 
Since Slo and S2 are closed and L( p, y) is continuous, So is closed. We want to 
show that So is bounded. Then So ‘1 be compact. An application of Lemma I of 
Oberhoffer and Kmenta (1974) will then img.;y the convergence of the algorithm. 
In the following, all limits and inequalities hold almost surely. 
Now, assume that So is unbounded. Then, there is a sequence 
u PL, 9 r;i,n 
in So such that 
From the equation which gives Q! in Step 2, it is necessary that Q(;) < 00 in each 
iteration; for otherwise, since (X,/3)2 > 1 by assumption, we may have the situaticq 
OO--, which is meaningless. 
From (4.6), we have that u’ Vu = n. Also, 
log1 VI = -log a2+ (a - I) i log(xJ3)2. 
i=l 
ThUS, 
As seen above, cufi) is finite. The terms 10g( Xipfi])’ are hit63 almost surely IbY 
Assumption 1 and the strong consistency of &). In the algorithm, given a value 
p(i) of p, the derivation of a:i, and a(i) in Step 2 is equivalent o solving equation 
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(4.3) for ~7~ and cy. ThUS, L( p(i), y(i)) 3 S. It fOllOWS that CfiJ < 00. (These results 
verify Assumption 6 of Oberhoffer and Krnenta (19?4).) As a result, (4.I I) becomes 
Since X’X is nonsingular by Assumption 2, we also have that 
From its definition, 1 V! 2 0, regardless of the sign of ac. Since we consider p in SrO, 
this property becomes 1 VI > 0. It then follows that 
lim (y-X~(i))‘V(Y-xP,i))=oo’ 
i-00 
Therefore, YV?> have that 
fi? L( p(i) 9 Y(i)) = --OO 
contradicting the result L( p(i), y(i)) a s established above. Thus So must be bounded. 
All the conditions of Lemma I of Oberhoff er and Kmenta (1974) are now fulfilled. 
Hence, an application of the lemma yields the following result asymptotically and 
in the sense of almost sure convergence. 
eorem 2. (i) The sequence 
has at least one limit point in S,. The value of L(p, y) i.9 the same at each limit point. 
(ii) For every limit point (/3;, &)‘, 
The author is grateful to the referee for his useful comments on the paper. 
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